
Record of Interview 

• Before 2004 there was no real framework for development; There was a focus on macroeconomic policy; 
Ministers were free to be creative; Roads needed to be paved; Schools were needed; Quick impact; No 
cost benefit analysis; Overall the effort did ok; You don't need 2 years to determine road needs to be 
built; Suggestions from donors mostly made sense; MoP did not work at time; There was no coordinated 
system; The first budget had revenues of$118 million; Development budget was introduced in 2004; 

• Development of the ANDS started in late 2004/early ZOOS AND$; Mr. Nadiri was appointed by the 
President of Afghanistan to oversee the development; It was too expensive; Lots of consultants; Weak 
management; The ANDS did not need to be that elaborate; The ANDS was not acceptable to the WB and 
IMF; It was too conceptual and there were no projects; 1 week from Paris and it was not costed; The US 
Ambassador suggested to President Karzai that the MoF take over and make it presentable; Paris 
convinced donors and donors accepted the ANDS preferences, but it was not a guide for activity; MoF 
took over ANDS in 2009; 

• The Afghan Compact was a meaningful exercise; Wanted minimum standards in accordance with the 
Millennium Development Goals; Committed to a lot of reform; Donors were convinced that they were 
helping; Donors wanted Afghans to have ownership, but when Afghanistan tried, they blocked; JCMB was 
not an arena to resolve issues and was not very useful; 

• UNAMA did not have much of a role in coordination; They were not informed; UNAMA wanted clusters, 
but rejected them because many ministries did not share that much in common; 18 NPPs 
relate to 1 ministry, so it did not make sense to cluster them; 

• PRTs were inefficient and ineffective; They overpaid for projects; However, they did address the local 
level to some degree; It was good to address local grievances, because the central government could not; 
Unfortunately the method was bad; They handed out money; Governors loved it; PRTs built local, but no 
budget for people in the central budget; They did good with roads, but MoPW did not know what was 
being built; POPs were not genuine; CERP was well intended, but there was no alignment, or oversight; 

• Early on (2002-2008) the international community and Afghan government agreed; The 2nd Karzai term 
was when tension was introduced; The 2009 election ruined everything; Government did not respect 
reforms; Went back on previous commitments; Appointed governors without merit; Patronage; 

• Success often depends on competence of the Minister; MoF, Ministry of Rural Development (Atmar), 
Education, National Security Advisor, Minister of Agriculture were all competent. 

Follow-up: 

• *!!!!!! 
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